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Introduction: Within a few years of being brought on-line, Keck had already made
ground-breaking advances in astronomy, in particular, the discovery of dark energy us-
ing Type Ia supernova, because Keck led the way in faint object spectroscopy. Keck also
has been leader in AO, used to demonstrate the existence of a black hole at the center of
the Galaxy. A marriage of faint object spectroscopy and AO would be enabled by a very
bright space beacon, such as that being pursued for the Orbiting Configurable Artificial
Star (ORCAS) mission. This combination would enable the pursuit of much fainter/higher-
redshift targets with Keck, as we describe below, before the TMT (or ELTs) are capable of
performing this science.
The need for faint object spectroscopy is about to explode. The Rubin and Roman

transient surveys will discover a few tens of thousands supernovae and other transients in
their deep fields over the nominal course of their missions. Numerous static targets that
are unique, or members of an interesting population, will also be found. But with existing
resources, spectroscopy will be quite limited for these faint targets.
Some existing or planned Keck instrumentation can take advantage of ORCAS-enabled

AO. However, novel faint objects often have unknown redshifts and unpredictable spectral
features, requiring broad wavelength coverage in the restframe. This highlights another
often overlooked advantage of Keck — the very wide wavelength coverage of LRIS. Most
spectrographs cover a single grating order, leaving it to the observer to decide whether
or not to take the significant hit to exposure time, calibration and data reduction effort,
needed to acquire broader wavelength coverage. LRIS inherited the broad wavelength
coverage philosophy from the Double Spectrograph at Palomar and the KAST spectrograph
at Lick — because the advantage of broad wavelength coverage has been long understood
by California astronomers.
However, even Keck lacks the ability to cover the optical and NIR with a single shot on

a single instrument. Being at higher redshift, many targets of interest straddle the ∼ 1 µm
optical/NIR boundary, and the meaning of “broad wavelength coverage” shrinks by 1 + z.
This calls for a spectrograph that can cover a substantial fraction of the optical and NIR
at once. We discuss an appropriate instrument concept in a companion white paper.
How AO Helps Faint Object Spectroscopy: Why haven’t faint object spectroscopy
and AO been wed already? One reason is that AO has mostly focused on spatially resolving
extended or crowded sources; use cases which don’t appear to apply to faint point sources
transients. The other reason is that currently-available Strehl ratios are too low to provide
a net S/N gain for faint object spectroscopy.
However, with a high enough Strehl ratio, AO offers tremendous sensitivity improvements

for faint point sources. First, higher Strehl results in a larger fraction of light from the source
being concentrated enough to measure. Then, higher Strehl decreases the noise-equivalent-
area (NEA) of the PSF, thereby cutting down the amount of sky noise. Sky noise is
especially acute in the NIR. But for this to help, the Strehl ratio needs to be very high,
since the NEA only improves for the fraction of flux that is in the diffraction-limited core
of the PSF. In the sky-limited regime, S/N increases with the Strehl ratio for faint objects.
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Thus, in terms of observing time, the speed of an AO system increases quadratically with
the Strehl ratio for faint objects. For a faint point source, increasing the Strehl ratio of
Keck by 3× is like gaining the collecting area of the TMT.
The key hurdle at optical/NIR wavelengths has been the lack of sufficient photons from a

LGS or NGS within the isoplanatic patch to support correction of the large number of modes
needed to achieve high Strehl ratios. In the case of a LGS, non-common path issues are also
an important limitation on the achievable Strehl ratio. Indeed, the Strehl ratio in the optical
is so low that Keck hasn’t bothered to build an optical AO instrument. With its bright
laser beacon outside the atmosphere, ORCAS can supply plenty of common-path photons.
With commensurate upgrades to the Keck AO bench to support more modes, Strehl ratios
up to 0.25, 0.56, 0.84 are anticipated at 0.6, 1.0, and 2.2 µm; these improve over the existing
AO system for these wavelengths by factors of > 100, 4.7, and 1.6, respectively.
Enabled Observing Programs: As noted above, spectroscopy of faint transients and
unusual static sources will be fueled by Rubin and Roman. Taking supernovae as just one
among many examples, simulations by LSST-DESC have shown that even the powerful
machine learning methods of classifying transients based on their light curves require a
training data set that includes examples with high redshift [1]; similar results will apply for
Roman. Besides the need for spectroscopy for robust classification and redshift determina-
tion of transients, for the Type Ia supernovae it has been demonstrated that spectroscopy
is able to measure individual distances to 3% — twice the accuracy of conventional light-
curve-fitting methods — using only a single rest-frame visible spectrum taken at maximum
light [2, 3, 4]. Just as important in terms of controlling systematic errors, spectroscopy has
also been shown to significantly reduce the dependence of distance residuals on the SN host
galaxy environment [4]; since galaxy properties evolve with redshift [5, 6, 7], eliminating this
dependence present in the conventional light-curve-based standardization [8, 9, 10] could
alleviate a dominant systematic error. Therefore, in terms of finding new types of tran-
sients, exploring further back in cosmic time, and obtaining more accurate and less-biased
distances for cosmology, faint object spectroscopy with Keck will be quite potent.
Faint Object Spectroscopy works well with ORCAS: The nominal ORCAS orbit is
5 days, and has three astrostationary points. One of these is designed to be near a specific
science target, and this approximately sets the locations of the other two astrostationary
points. The spread of science targets is limited to a traveling salesman path totaling roughly
180 degrees over the mission lifetime.
Thus, a particularly efficient use of ORCAS for spectroscopy of faint objects is to place

the primary astrostationary point in a deep field, especially one that is being monitored
for faint transients, such as Rubin or Roman deep fields. For instance, the COSMOS deep
field is well-placed from Keck and will be monitored by Rubin and will have an even deeper
survey from JWST to add to the many deep surveys of this field that already exist. There
will also be opportunities for faint object discovery at the other two astrostationary points
— either for static targets or for transients from imaging surveys conducted in the weeks
before a predicted pass of ORCAS.
Some of ORCAS fuel can still be expended on high-value targets outside these fields as

well. Over a timeframe of 15 years, one might envision many ORCAS-like satellites, each
with an orbit optimized for a certain deep field or to patrol for high-value targets over a
modest solid angle of sky.
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